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YOU ALREADY
ARE HER.

READY TO BECOME WHO YOU ALREADY ARE?

Underneath all the doubts,
discouragement, & delay..

 
She's there.

 
Waiting to be uncovered.

 
Waiting to be undistracted.

 
Waiting to be unleashed

into what God promised her.
 

No more trying to believe that you
are who God says you are.

 
It's time to put on the mind of

Christ and simply start walking as
she would.  

 
 
 



H E L L O  L I O N H E A R T

I'M ROBYN-ANN

Your coach and cheerleader for this next
season of breakthrough.



W
ELCOM

E

The masterclass is only the beginning, so be sure to
dive into each step intentionally, and commit to the
work of uncovering your highest self.

Heaven is waiting, and the earth is groaning.

It's time to show up fully, and fiercely.

If you have any questions before or after our time
together, be sure to email hi@robyn-ann.com

And this masterclass will be more fun with friends.
So be sure to share the below link with anyone who
could potentially benefit from a fresh spark of
reinvention.
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Table of
Contents

ENVISION
Clarify what you see
and hear God calling
you into, and paint a
bold picture of what is
possible by grace - not
logic.

EMBODY
Evict the beliefs and
behaviors that speak to
your past, not your
future — and establish
new boundaries and
routines.

ENCLOTHE
Curate a wardrobe &
environment that helps
you show up for what
you desire now & for
what you expect in the
next season.

EMBOLDEN
Develop a bold plan &
practice for elevating
your influence and
sharpening your skills -
so you can increase
your impact & income.

Be public about your
future self, and you'll
immediately stop being
consistent with your
past. 
- Dr. Benjamin Hardy

ENJOY

Delight in your present
& play in possibility.
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With so many like-
minded women in one
place, let's network.
Share where you plan
to be in one year.
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Welcome

02 03

Introduction Become Her Now

MASTERCLASS FLOW

A little background
about me and how I
continue to discover
my most confident self.

Let's walk through my
simple but strategic
blueprint for accessing
your next level now.

Any thoughts,
questions, or ideas
getting stirred up?
Let's sharpen and
share any revelation
we have.

Q & A Get More Support Contact Me
How can you continue
to build on this
information and
ensure your
transformation doesn't
stop?

Where to find me and
reach me after this
masterclass is over. I'm
still at your service,
and ready to see you
go further.
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Where there is no vision, 
the people cast off restraint. 

 
-Proverbs 29:18

 



1.ENVISION
Definition: imagine as a future possibility; visualize; to picture it

Lasting success is first mind-made before it's man made.

What are some dream activities or moves you wish you could make
right now? (In ministry, marriage, motherhood, the marketplace, or
just for yourself)

Financially?

Physically?

Spritually?

Emotionally?
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How do you wish you could improve yourself in the next year?

Financially?

Physically?

Spritually?

Emotionally?

ROBYN-ANN.COM/BECOME



Are there Scriptures showing these desires as good or godly?

What are some key Scriptures showing that heaven desires this
also for your life as a ambassador of Good News?

Do you believe these Scriptures are true?

Do you believe they apply to you? Why?

*Need help identifying key Scriptures? 
Book a breakthrough call with me at Robyn-Ann.com/strategy



Search the Scriptures.

What are some things God has given you authority to do on earth
right now?

Why did God give you the Holy Spirit?

What did Jesus do with that same Holy Spirit?

Do you believe these Scriptures are true?

Do you believe they apply to you? Why?

*Need help identifying key Scriptures? 
Book a breakthrough call with me at Robyn-Ann.com/strategy



MORE ROOM



Imagination is more
important than
knowledge. 

For knowledge is
limited to all we now
know and understand,
while imagination
embraces all there ever
will be to know and
understand.

-Albert Einstein
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So also the tongue is a small member, 
yet it boasts of great things. 

How great a forest is set ablaze by 
such a small fire!

 
-James 3:5

 



2.EMBODY
Definition: to be an expression of; give a tangible or visible form to

Bold behavior can only come from big belief + aligned attitude.

NEW LENS -
What are some old perspectives about yourself and your situation
that you need to shed, to fully align your vision with the verses you
listed in Part 1?

NEW LIPS - 
What are some old phrases and words to divorce, so you can start
using your words to intentionally shape your world? 
(ie. instead of saying "There's never enough time", acknowledge that
"I master my time, time doesn't master me."
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NEW LEGS - 
How can you position yourself around those already taking action
on the same dream, desire, or discipline? Get in the room to get the
roadmap.

NEW LIMBS - 
Don't look to the right or to the left - how will you engage in
activities that keep you aligned with where you're now headed?

Where can you find the accountability needed to succeed, and not
drop your hands after the disappointments and obstacles that will
come?

ROBYN-ANN.COM/BECOME
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What you believe,
you'll build.

What you doubt, you'll
delay,

-Marshawn Evans
Daniels
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Strength and dignity are her clothing.
And she smiles at the future.

 
-Proverbs 31:25

 



3.ENCLOTHE
Definition: to cover with or put on, as if with clothing

Decide who you will be in the future, then show up as her now.

Does your style signal to others that you're ready for what you're
praying for?

If not, how can you adjust your wardrobe to match your faith?

Does your style represent a higher standard?

Does your presence suggest that others can follow you (as you
learn to follow Christ)?
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If the biggest opportunity you've envisioned comes knocking
tomorrow - what would you need to say yes confidently?

Do you already have these items & attire positioned?

(No need to splurge, just a few intentional pieces.)
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Your style is a way to
say who you are
without having to
speak. 

—Rachel Zoe
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Since we have such a hope, 
we are very bold.

 
-2 Corinthians 3:12

 



4.EMBOLDEN
Definition: to give (someone) the courage or confidence to do
something or to behave in a certain way.

The tree always comes from a tiny seed, but it still has to be
planted with care and courage.

What are some seeds, skills, and strengths you have in your hand
right now?

Have you been watering them and giving them room to flourish?

ROBYN-ANN.COM/BECOME
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What kind of people tend to be weak in these areas that you're
more competent in?

Have you boldly offered to help any of these people with a quicker
solution, in exchange for pay?

How can you design a freedom-based business around one of
these skills, to regain control of your time, talents, and treasure?
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If you don't change
what you are doing
today, all of your
tomorrows will look
like yesterday.

You cannot change
your destination
overnight, but you can
change your direction
overnight.

-Jim Rohn
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Finally, whatever is true, 
whatever is honorable, 

whatever is just, whatever is pure, 
whatever is lovely, 

whatever is commendable, 
if there is any excellence, 

if there is anything worthy of praise, 
think about these things.

 
-Philippians 4:8

 



5. ENJOY
Definition: take delight or pleasure in; to experience as a benefit

What you appreciate, appreciates. What you're grateful for, grows.

Which areas of your day would you love to experience more joy in?

How can you sow more gratitude & worship in the situation (not for
the situation), to attract new ideas from the Holy Spirit?

How can you plan to enjoy your current season, and not just
endure it?

Do you see God as happy?

Do you enjoy being in His presence, or only sorrowful/convicted?
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Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but a desire fulfilled is a tree of
life. - Proverbs 13:12

How can you practice the belief that God wants to see your desires
fulfilled? (ie. Go to bed asking God for dreams of grandeur and
wake each day asking Him to show you how good it can be :)

How can you make room in your day to brainstorm best case
scenarios with God and plan to play in the freedom of possibility?

Now go live loved.
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Yes, happy are those
who live like this!

 Joyful indeed are those
whose God is the
LORD.

-Psalm 144:15



DREAM



DREAM



Thankyou!

Feel free to contact me for
more mentorship and

accountabiity:

www.robyn-ann.com
hi@robyn-ann.com

NEED MORE HELP?



My Whole. New. Woman. mastermind will allow us to
work side by side for 1 year- to ensure a deeper dive into
your identity gaps so we can remove your income blocks.

1 on 1 Mentorship

Become Her Now is a course with weekly group
coaching to more affordably tackle your limiting beliefs,
plus break the cycles of burnout and broke thinking.

Group Course Q&A

Find me on Instagram @robynannl where I post daily, or
subscribe to my YouTube channel/podcast for more
monthly teachings and tips to live forgiven, fearless, and
free. 

Daily Motivation

01

02

03

SERVICES OFFERED
God has called me back to coaching to help cultivate more
prosperous & peace driven Proverbs 31 women - who will raise up
the next generation of kingdom builders with wisdom, wealth, and
wholeness personified.

Your community and culture need you to show up fully.
Let's roar.



Therefore, if anyone is
in Christ, they are a
new creature entirely.

The old has gone, the
new is here!

-2 Corinthians 5:17

None of this workbook can be
reproduced or reprtinted without
express permission; please email
hi@robyn-ann.com for more
details. 

Copyright Robyn-Ann Young.



YOU ALREADY
ARE HER.

THE YOU THAT 'S  FORGIVEN,  
FEARLESS &  FREE .  

LET 'S  ROAR.

Confident.
Carefree.
Chosen.

 
Covered by God.

 
Secure and seated in heavenly

places.
 

To work from a higher perspective.
 

To work from abundance, and not
for it.

 
It's time to uncage her.
It's time to unleash you.

 
 
 


